Human sport action reconstruction is the current hot issue of image processing, against the feature of the problem, a new human action reconstruction method base on the combination of LLE and KRR is proposed. First, extract the human action framework against the color and deep information of the image and establish action training set and then transfer the training set into the motion vector library, calculate the low dimensional manifold using LLE algorithm and conduct correlation analysis to the manifold data, and finally make the predicted low dimensional manifold convergence action point mapped irreversibly to the low dimensional Euclidean space. This is the first application of KRR algorithm to solve traditional dimensionality reduction mapping irreversibility, so as to make the action reconstruction realized. The results show that: the construction action obtained by the convection action point is ideal, as the action process of the different degrees of freedom; the proposed human sport action construction has very good results.
Introduction
Human sport action is the topical issue in the field of computer vision and image processing. In recent year, with the rapid development of the image processing technology, the human action reconstruction has also been paid a great deal of attention of experts and scholars.
Currently, the study of the human action reconstruction is in its infancy at home at abroad. The video image processing [1] [2] , will often result in the immediate process image missing of the two action photos, which brings more difficult to the analysis of human action. The recognition of human action is the basis for reconstruction, the representing methods are: Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG) proposed by Dalai N [3] , Hough Forests for Object Detection proposed by Gall [4] , Locally Linear Embedding(LLE) proposed by Roweis S [9] , and the human face recognition method based on LLE and SVM raised by Guofeng. Nilsson [15] and others research the high-dimensional data and propose the manifold use nuclear method for dimension reduction analysis. Lin [5] and others raised the method of linear interpolation image establishment combined with the existing image recognition method. And Liu Lijun [6] and others discuss the application of the interpolation method in the image. Interpolation is the traditional method for human action reconstruction. The coordinates of the human body sampling points are linearly inserted mainly through the recognition of human body action process, so as to achieve the reconstruction. But the body action of the reconstruction ignores the randomness and non-linearity of the human body action , causing the reconstruction inaccurate, stiff, uneven edges, even illogical, which is a simple linear interpolation process method.
LLE Algorithm
LLE algorithm is a new method of dimensionality reduction for nonlinear data and the low dimensional data and the processed low dimensional data are able to be maintained the existing topology, with simple arithmetic operation, is the local optimization algorithm. LLE dimensionality reduction process is shown in Figure 1 , which can map the data into the two-dimensional space by LLE. It can be seen that the data after dimensionality reduction can be well maintained the neighborhood characteristics of the original data. Assume there are N input vector X , and output Y can be obtained by LLE algorithm, which can be attributed to three aspects: LLE calculation process is shown in Figure 2 . the calculation steps are as follows:
Figure 2. LLE Calculation Flowchart
Step 1: calculate K neighboring points of each sample point. Take the nearest K sample point with respect to the sample points as the K neighboring points of the sample point. 
Combine the formula(2)and In practice, i Q may be a singular matrix, when i Q must be regularized, namely:
Where, r is a regularization parameter and I is a kk  unit matrix.
Step 3: Map all of the sample points to the low-dimensional space and the following criteria must be met:
are the k neighboring points of i y , and meeting the following conditions: 
Where, M is a symmetric matrix of NN  , expressed as:
To obtain the minimum loss function value, the Y needs to be the feature vector of the minimum M non-zero feature values of M. In the process, the feature values of M should be in ascending order and the first feature value is almost close to zero, then it should be discarded. Usually take the feature vector corresponding to the feature value between 2~1 m  as the output.
KRR Algorithm
Kernel Ridge Regression(KRR) is an extension algorithm of the ridge regression. Ridge regression is a punishment form of the linear least-squares regression, and its minimized cost function is:
X each row is the output value from training input and associated with matrix nd YR   , then the result can be written as:
is the regression function and x is the input vector.
This method can be extended by the use of nuclear transformation method, and thus it can deal with nonlinear problems, and then the regression function can be expressed as: 
We use the Gaussian kernel function (RBF):
Where,  is an adjustment parameter, 2 . is Euclidean distance and K  is the shape parameter, indicating the adjustment parameter  in KRR.
Select the value of K  and put it in the formula (10) and (11) , and then we can obtain the model able to be achieved.
Realization of Human Sport Action Reconstruction
The constitution of the human body has its representative and the human body should be characterized by many key points. Currently, the extraction of human skeleton is the recognized method of simplifying the complex body. The extraction of human body skeleton key points is shown in Figure 3 . 
LLE Mapping of Human Action
We characterize the human body as the skeleton and in the proposed method, the low-dimensional manifold mapping can be divided into three steps:
(1) Supposing the human skeleton has N points, and the two-dimensional coordinates of any pint is   (2) Collect a large number of human sport actions and make vector transfer of the process of every human body action, to form the action vector library.
(3) Conduct a dimensionality reduction to all action vectors according to LLE algorithm and obtain a low dimensionality manifold after dimensionality reduction.
Construct a 2 N dimensional Euclidean space. And any human action can be viewed as a point in Euclidean space. Suppose the number of the training action is P , then there are P points in the Euclidean space. According to manifold leaning (manifold learning) theory, P points in Euclidean space constitute a high dimensional manifold, expressed as S .
According to the LLE dimensionality reduction theory in Section 1, 2 m  can be set, and S is mapped to the two-dimensional manifolds, denotes as s . We consider human body action in S and after LLE notes the similar action after dimensionality reduction, it is still approximate. This mapping invariance ensures the neighboring points of the human body action in Euclidean space are still in the adjacent in S. The high dimensional manifolds neighboring points are shown in Figure 4 . 
. Analysis Chart of Two-dimensional Action Manifolds
As seen from Figure 5 , the convergence action of A and B is always in a small area. The author believes it is in a circle with the approximate Euclidean distance between A and B as the diameter.
Experimental Analysis
In order to verify the effectiveness of the new method proposed in this paper, the author conducts programming in the Matlab 2012 platform, using the currently most advantageous video camera Kinect as the human body action training set. Given the shape parameter of KRR 
Human Skeleton Extraction
In the experiment, according to the human characteristic parts, select 20 key points for specific description, and we can extract the human skeleton combined the Kinect video capture function, as shown in Figure 6 . As can be seen form Figure 6(b) , Kinect is better than the ordinary ca mera. The white points in (c) are the key points of the human body, and the human skeleton is International Journal of u-and e-Service, Science and Technology Vol. 9, No. 3 (2016) Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC 233 depicted by the connection line between the two points. Take the pixels contained in the skeleton as the analysis objects.
Human Body Action Two-Dimensional Manifold Generation Test
For the 100 different actions, according to section 3.1, we set the adjacent points to be 8 and low dimensional manifold dimension to be 2 for mapping. The human body exercises sample is shown in Figure 7 .
Figure 7. Human Body Exercises Sample Diagram
The two dimensional manifolds coordinates value after mapping do not have the physical sense, but there is space position law for each human body action from the high-dimensional mapping. And the manifolds after mapping are to be c onducted with modeling, as shown in Figure 8 .
Two-dimensional action manifold

Figure 8. Human Body Two-Dimensional Manifold Chart
In Figure 8 , the whiter points indicate the human body exercise action in Figure  7 . It can be seen from Figure8: the action points of the two-dimensional manifolds after mapping have neighboring relations and the Euclidean distance between the similar actions is often very small.
Reconstruction Test of Human Body action
Selection of Convergence Action Point:
The human body action involves multiple freedom degrees, against which, the human body action are reconstructed in the test. For the different training set, in the action convergence area, they contain different numbers of training actions. Supposing the convergence area of A and B actions contains W action points, we calculate the Euclidean distance between W action points and points A and B. According to the ascending order of the Euclidean distance between the action point to point A, the w action points are rec orded as 1~w , as shown in Figure 9 .
Two-dimensional action manifold
Training action points
Figure 9. Training Actions Profile
According to the circular area characteristics, the smaller the Euclidean distance between the training point and point A, the bigger the Euclidean distance between it and point B. We describe its characteristics, as shown in Figure 10 . In Figure 10 ,  point is the intersection of the two curves.   ， 1  、 2  determine the outcome of reconstruction. We select the reconstruction with the most ideal effect as the result.
Reconstruction of Human Action with Smaller Freedom:
We firstly conduct reconstruction for the human body action with smallest freedom, with the experimental action shown in Figure 11 . Figure 11 shows the human left hand stretching process, with the actions defined as A and B, according to (1) of this section and Section 4.2, the most ideal convergence action points are selected, for which the reconstruction is conducted and then conduct local correction process to the pixel using the color gradient change. The correction method is as following:
Calculate the gradient of the human body color pixel color in the reconstruction action figure and the adjacent pixels with large color variance are considered as deviation points. We conduct plan modeling (with the human critical points labeled and the skeleton established) to the reconstruction image after correction, with the color value of the deviation values replaced by the average value of the nondeviation color, and obtain the action model image as shown in Figure 12 . Figure 12 contains two reconstruction results, expressing the two reconstruction convergence action of left hand stretching respectively with line and dotted line. We can clearly see that the reconstructed human body convergence action is preferable, which is a logical reconstruction.
Reconstruction of Human Action with Bigger Freedom:
In order to verify the reconstruction result human body action with the big freedom, we use the experiment figure of big freedom, as shown in Figure 13 .
Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC Figure 13 . Big DOF Action Experiment Picture Figure 13 shows the body turning action, with the same test method with (2) of this section, and the results obtained are shown in Figure 14 . It can be seen from Figure 14 : the human body action under big freedom can better reconstruct the convergence action, which shows that the algorithm in this paper has strong ability to adapt to the action reconstruction.
Conclusion
This paper has deep study and analysis to the human body action and raises a new human action reconstruction method based on LLE and KRR algorithm, which firstly conducts LLE dimensionality reduction to the human body action library and obtain the convergence action point through analysis of the action point after dimensionality reduction, and then conduct non-linear mapping to the predicted convergence action point using KRR algorithm for the reconstruction of human body action. The results show: KRR algorithm can effectively solve the problem that cannot be mapped by LLE algorithm, which is the important basis for the recovery of high-dimensional manifold body action, having very important significances on the optimization of LE algorithm. The obtained reconstruction actions are very accurate and logical, thus effectively solve the problem that the image deletion cannot be recovered, providing an important theoretical basis for the application of the algorithm in this paper in other areas. But all of the human body reconstruction action figures still have local unsmooth area, so the future work is to
